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Abstract: Geometric Algebra, championed by David Hestenes as a universal language for1
physics, was used as a framework for the quantum mechanics of interacting qubits by Chris2
Doran, Anthony Lasenby and others. Independently of this, Joy Christian in 2007 claimed to have3
refuted Bell’s theorem with a local realistic model of the singlet correlations by taking account of4
the geometry of space as expressed through Geometric Algebra. A series of papers culminated in5
a book Christian (2014). The present paper first explores Geometric Algebra as a tool for quantum6
information and explains why it did not live up to its early promise. In summary, whereas the7
mapping between 3D geometry and the mathematics of one qubit is already familiar, Doran and8
Lasenby’s ingenious extension to a system of entangled qubits does not yield new insight but9
just reproduces standard QI computations in a clumsy way. The tensor product of two Clifford10
algebras is not a Clifford algebra. The dimension is too large, an ad hoc fix is needed, several are11
possible. I further analyse two of Christian’s earliest, shortest, least technical, and most accessible12
works (Christian 2007, 2011), exposing conceptual and algebraic errors. Since 2015, when the13
first version of this paper was posted to arXiv, Christian has published ambitious extensions14
of his theory in RSOS (Royal Society - Open Source), arXiv:1806.02392, and in IEEE Access,15
arXiv:1405.2355. Another paper submitted to a pure mathematics journal, arXiv:1806.02392,16
presents a counter-example to the famous Hurwitz theorem that the only division algebras are R,17
C, H, and O. Christian’s counter-example is the Clifford Algebra Cl(0, 3) which is not a division18
algebra at all. At the end of the paper I run through the new elements of the new papers.19
Keywords: Bell’s theorem; geometric algebra, Clifford algebra, quantum information20
1. Introduction21
In 2007, Joy Christian surprised the world with his announcement that Bell’s theorem was22
incorrect, because, according to Christian, Bell had unnecessarily restricted the co-domain of23
the measurement outcomes to be the traditional real numbers. Christian’s first publication on24
arXiv spawned a host of rebuttals and these in turn spawned rebuttals of rebuttals by Christian.25
Moreover, Christian also published many sequels to his first paper, most of which became chapters26
of his book Christian (2014), second edition; the first edition came out in 2012.27
His original paper Christian (2007) took the Clifford algebra C`3,0(R) as outcome space. This28
is “the” basic geometric algebra for the geometry of R3, but geometric algebra goes far beyond29
this. Its roots are indeed with Clifford in the nineteenth century but the emphasis on geometry30
and the discovery of new geometric features is due to the pioneering work of David Hestenes who31
likes to promote geometric algebra as the language of physics, due to its seamless combination of32
algebra and geometry. The reader is referred to the standard texts Doran and Lasenby (2003) and33
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Dorst, Fontijne and Mann (2007); the former focussing on applications in physics, the latter on34
applications in computer science, especially computer graphics. The wikipedia pages on geometric35
algebra, and on Clifford algebra, are two splendid mines of information, but the connections36
between the two sometimes hard to decode; notations and terminology are not always consistent.37
David Hestenes was interested in marrying quantum theory and geometric algebra. A38
number of authors, foremost among them Doran and Lasenby, explored the possibility of rewriting39
quantum information theory in the language of geometric algebra. This research programme40
culminated in the previously mentioned textbook Doran and Lasenby (2003) which contains two41
whole chapters carefully elucidating this approach. However, it did not catch on, for reasons42
which I will attempt to explain at the end of this paper.43
It seems that many of Christian’s critics were not familiar enough with geometric algebra in44
order to work through Christian’s papers in detail. Thus the criticism of his work was often based45
on general structural features of the model. One of the few authors who did go to the trouble to46
work through the mathematical details was Florin Moldoveanu. But this led to new problems: the47
mathematical details of many of Christian’s papers seem to be different: the target is a moving48
target. So Christian claimed again and again that the critics had simply misunderstood him; he49
came up with more and more elaborate versions of his theory, whereby he also claimed to have50
countered all the objections which had been raised.51
It seems to this author that it is better to focus on the shortest and most self-contained52
presentations by Christian since these are the ones which a newcomer has the best chance of53
actually “understanding” totally, in the sense of being able to work through the mathematics, from54
beginning to end. In this way he or she can also get a feeling for whether the accompanying words55
(the English text) actually reflect the mathematics. Because of unfamiliarity with technical aspects56
and the sheer volume of knowledge which is encapsulated under the heading “geometric algebra”,57
readers tend to follow the words, and just trust that the (impressive looking) formulas match the58
words.59
In order to work through the mathematics, some knowledge of the basics of geometric algebra60
is needed. That is difficult for the novice to come by, and almost everyone is a novice, despite61
the popularising efforts of David Hestenes and others, and the popularity of geometric algebra62
as a computational tool in computer graphics. Wikipedia has a page on “Clifford algebra” and63
another page on “geometric algebra” but it is hard to find out what is the connection between the64
two. There are different notations around and there is a plethora of different products: geometric65
product, wedge product, dot product, outer product. The standard introductory texts on geometric66
algebra start with the familiar 3D vector products (dot product, cross product) and only come to67
an abstract or general definition of geometric product after several chapters of preliminaries. The68
algebraic literature jumps straight into abstract Clifford algebras, without geometry, and wastes69
little time on that one particular Clifford algebra which happens to have so many connections70
with the geometry of three dimensional Euclidean space, and with the mathematics of the qubit.71
Interestingly, in recent years David Hestenes also has ardently championed mathematical72
modelling as the study of stand-alone mathematical realities. I think the real problem with73
Christian’s works is that the mathematics does not match the words; the mismatch is so great that74
one cannot actually identify a well-defined mathematical world behind the verbal description and75
corresponding to the mathematical formulas. Since his model assumptions do not correspond76
to a well-defined mathematical world, it is not possible to hold an objective discussion about77
properties of the model. As a mathematical statistician, the present author is particularly aware of78
the distinction between mathematical model and reality – one has to admit that a mathematical79
model used in some statistical application, e.g., in psychology or economics, is really “just” a80
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model, in the sense of being a tiny and oversimplified representation of the scientific phenomenon81
of interest. All models are wrong, but some are useful. In physics however, the distinction82
between model and reality is not so commonly made. Physicists use mathematics as a language,83
the language of nature, to describe reality. They do not use it as a tool for creating artificial84
toy realities. For a mathematician, a mathematical model has its own reality in the world of85
mathematics.86
The present author already published (on arXiv) a mathematical analysis, Gill (2012), of one87
of Christian’s shortest papers: the so-called “one page paper”, Christian (2011), which moreover88
contains the substance of the first chapter of Christian’s book. In the present paper he analyses in89
the same spirit the paper Christian (2007), which was the foundation or starting shot in Christian’s90
project. The present note will lay bare the same fundamental issues which are present in all these91
works. In fact, the model is not precisely the same in every publication, but constantly changes.92
We will find out that Christian’s (2007) model is not complete: the central feature, a definition93
of local measurement functions, is omitted. However there is little choice in how to fill the gap,94
and that is done in the 2011 version (though the author does not state explicitly that he is actually95
adding something to the earlier version of the model).96
What is common to both these short versions of Christian’s theory is a basic conceptual error97
and a simple algebraic (sign) error. I think it is important to identify these with maximal clarity98
and that is why it is best to focus on the shortest and most self-contained presentations of the99
theory. One sees that the model is based on a dream which evaporates in the cold light of day.100
If one only uses mathematics as an intuitive language in which to describe physical insights, if a101
particular mathematical formalism does not match physical intuition, then the mathematics is102
at fault: not the intuition. However if there is no stand-alone mathematical model behind the103
dream. . . then it remains a dream which cannot be shared with other scientists.104
I shall return to both projects: Doran and Lasenby’s project to geometrise quantum105
information, and Christian’s to disprove Bell; at the end of this paper. First it is necessary106
to set up some basic theory of geometric algebra. What is the Clifford algebra C`3,0(R) and what107
does it have to do with Euclidean (three-dimensional) geometry? What does it have to do with the108
quantum information theory of a system of qubits? We will actually start very close to a single109
qubit by discussing an alternative way of looking at the two-by-two complex matrices. Since110
each of the four complex entries of such a matrix has a real and an imaginary part, the whole111
matrix is determined by 8 real numbers. Restricting attention to the addition and subtraction112
of these matrices, and scalar multiplication (the scalars in question being reals, we are looking113
at an eight-dimensional real vector space. We will study the interaction between the real vector114
space structure and the operation of matrix multiplication, together giving us what the pure115
mathematicians call a real algebra.116
2. Geometric Algebra117
I will first discuss the real algebra of the two-by-two complex matrices. We can add such matrices118
and obtain a new one; we can multiply two such matrices and obtain a new one. The zero matrix119
acts as a zero and the identity matrix acts as a unit. We can multiply a two-by-two complex120
matrix by a real number. This is what we call scalar multiplication. We can therefore take real linear121
combinations. Matrix multiplication is associative so we have a real unital associative algebra. Unital122
just means: with a unit; real means that the scalars in scalar multiplication are reals, and therefore,123
as a vector space (i.e., restricting attention to addition and scalar multiplication), our algebra is a124
vector space over the real numbers.125
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The four complex number entries in a two-by-two complex matrix can be separated into their126
real and imaginary parts. In this way, each two-by-two complex matrix can be expressed as a127
real linear combination of eight “basis” matrices: the matrices having either +1 or i in just one128
position, and zeros in the other three positions. Obviously, if a real linear combination of those 8129
matrices is zero, then all eight coefficients are zero. The vector-space dimension of our space is130
therefore eight.131
I will now specify an alternative vector-space basis of our space. Define the Pauli spin
matrices
σx =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, σy =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
, σz =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
and the identity
I =
(
1 0
0 1
)
and define
1 = I, e1 = σx, e2 = σy, e3 = σz, β1 = iσx, β2 = iσy, β3 = iσz, M = iI.
It is not difficult to check that this eight-tuple is also a vector space basis. Note the following:
e21 = e
2
2 = e
2
3 = 1,
e1e2 = −e2e1 = −β3, e2e3 = −e3e2 = −β2, e3e1 = −e1e3 = −β1,
e1e2e3 = M.
These relations show us that the two-by-two complex matrices, thought of as an algebra over132
the reals, are isomorphic to C`3,0(R), or if you prefer, form a representation of this algebra. By133
definition, C`3,0(R), is the associative unital algebra over the reals generated from 1, e1, e2 and e3,134
with three of e1, e2 and e3 squaring to 1 and none of them squaring to −1, which is the meaning135
of the “3” and the “0” : three squares are positive, zero are negative. Moreover, the three basis136
elements e1, e2 and e3 anti-commute. The largest possible algebra over the real numbers which137
can be created with these rules has vector space dimension 23+0 = 8 and as a real vector space, a138
basis can be taken to be 1, e1, e2, e3, e1e2 = −β3, e1e3 = β2, e2e3 = −β1, e1e2e3 = M. The algebra139
is associative (like all Clifford algebras), but not commutative.140
This description does not quite tell you the “official” definition of Clifford algebra in general,141
but is sufficient for our purposes. We are interested in just one particular Clifford algebra, C`3,0(R),142
which is the Clifford algebra of three dimensional real geometry. It is called the (or a) geometric143
algebra and the product is called the geometric product, for reasons which will soon become clear.144
I wrote 1 for the identity matrix and will later also write 0 for the zero matrix, as one step145
towards actually indentifying these with the scalars 1 and 0. However, for the time being, we146
should remember that we are not (at the outset) talking about numbers, but about elements of a147
complex matrix algebra over the reals. Complex matrices can be added, multiplied, and multiplied148
by scalars (reals).149
Within this algebra, various famous and familiar structures are embedded.150
To start with something famous, we can identify the quaternions. Look at just the four
elements 1, β1, β2, β3. Consider all real linear combinations of these four. Notice that
β21 = β
2
2 = β
2
3 = −1,
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β1β2 = −β2β1 = −β3,
β2β3 = −β3β2 = −β1,
β3β1 = −β1β3 = −β2.
This is close to the conventional multiplication table of the quaternionic roots of minus one: the151
only thing that is wrong is the last minus sign in each of the last three rows. However, the sign152
can be fixed in many ways: for instance, by taking an odd permutation of (β1, β2, β3), or an odd153
number of sign changes of elements of (β1, β2, β3). In particular, changing the signs of all three154
does the job. But also the triple e1e2 = −β3, e1e3 = β2, e2e3 = −β1 (the order is crucial) does the job155
too. Notice that we reversed the order of the three β js, which is an odd permutation, and changed156
two signs, an even number. We ended up with e1e2, e1e3, e2e3 in the conventional lexicographic157
ordering.158
Switching some signs or permuting the order does not change the algebra generated by159
1, β1, β2, β3. These four elements do generate a sub-algebra of C`3,0(R) which is isomorphic to the160
quaternions. The quaternion sub-algebra is called the “even sub-algebra” of our Clifford algebra161
since it is built from just the products of even numbers of e1, e2 and e3.162
Obviously, M commutes with everything, and obviously M2 = −1. Also Me1 = β1, Me2 =163
β2, Me3 = β3 and, in duality with this, e1 = −Mβ1, e2 = −Mβ2, e3 = −Mβ3. Thus any element164
of C`3,0(R) can be expressed in the form p + Mq where p and q are quaternions, M commutes165
with the quaternions, and M is itself another square root of minus one. However one must be166
careful with parametrisation and be aware of “left-handed” and “right-handed” ways to define167
and work with the quaternions.168
Notice that (1 − ei)(1 + ei) = 0 (the zero two-by-two matrix). So the algebra C`3,0(R)169
possesses zero divisors (in fact, very many!), and hence not all of its elements have inverses.170
The real reason for calling this algebra a geometric algebra comes from locating real 3D space
within it, and also recognising geometric operations and further geometric structures with the
algebra. To start with, look at the linear span of e1, e2 and e3. This can be identified with R3: from
now on, real 3D vectors are real linear combinations of e1, e2 and e3. So let us look at two elements
a, b of R3, thus simultaneously elements of the linear span of e1, e2 and e3. In the latter incarnation
(i.e., as elements of C`3,0(R)), we can multiply them; what do we find? The answer is easily seen
to be the following:
ab = (a · b)1+ M (a× b).
Here, a · b stands for the (ordinary) inner product of two real (three dimensional) vectors, hence a171
real number, or a scalar; a× b stands for the (ordinary) cross product of two real three dimensional172
vectors, hence a real vector. As such, it is a real linear combination of e1, e2 and e3. Multiplying by173
M gives us the same real linear combination of β1, β2, β3.174
Thus the geometric algebra C`3,0(R) contains as a linear subspace the real vectors of R3; the175
geometric product of two such elements encodes both their vector dot product and their vector cross176
product. The dot product and the cross product of real vectors can both be recovered from the177
geometric product, since these parts of the geometric product live in parts of the eight dimensional178
real linear space C`3,0(R) spanned by disjoint sets of basis elements. The real linear subspace179
generated by β1, β2, β3 is called the set of bivectors, just as the real linear subspace generated by e1,180
e2, e3 is identified with the set of vectors. The real linear subspace generated by the single element181
1 is identified with the real numbers or scalars and in particular, we identify the scalar 1 and182
the element 1, the scalar 0 and the element 0. The real linear subspace generated by the single183
element M is called the set of trivectors, also known as pseudo-scalars.184
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Bivectors can be thought of as directed planes. Going further still, rotation of vectors can be185
represented in terms of bivectors and so-called rotors. I will come back to this point later.186
So we have seen that C`3,0(R) is a beautiful object, containing within itself the quaternions,187
the complex numbers, the two-by-two complex matrices, three dimensional real vectors; and188
its product, sometimes called “geometric product”, contains within it both the inner and outer189
product of real vectors. Moreover, everything comes in dual pairs: the vectors and the bivectors;190
the quaternions and the product of the quaternions with M, the scalars and the pseudo-scalars.191
Every element of the algebra can be split into four components: scalar, vector, bivector and192
pseudo-scalar. The algebra is called graded. The parts we just named constitute the zeroth, first,193
second and third grades of the algebra. The product of elements of grades r and s belong to the194
grade r + s modulo 4.195
The fact that C`3,0(R) has as a representation the algebra of complex two-by-two matrices196
over the reals is, on the whole, not much more than a side-note in the literature on geometric197
algebra. In the theory of Clifford algebra, it is just one tiny piece in the theory of classification198
of Clifford algebras in general. It seems to this author that this representation should help very199
much to “anchor” the theory for those coming from quantum theory and quantum foundations.200
However, it must be pointed out that the standard textbook on geometric algebra for physicists,201
Doran and Lasenby (2003), has two whole chapters on quantum mechanics, the first containing a202
geometric algebraic representation of the quantum theory of one spin half particle, the second203
doing the same for two entangled spin half particles. This even contains a carefully worked out204
analysis of the singlet state, including derivation of the famous EPR-B correlation − cos(a · b).205
The reader is referred to Chapters 8 and 9 of Doran and Lasenby (2003), whose endnotes206
contain many, many further references. An important point to notice is that prior to Christian’s207
work, there already was a large literature devoted to expressing quantum theory in terms of208
geometric algebra. Though it seems that this literature did not gain a place in mainstream209
quantum theory, one of Christian’s aims had already been fulfilled: geometric algebra had already210
been put forward as a vehicle for re-writing quantum theory with geometry instead of Hilbert211
space at the forefront. I will later try to explain why, I believe, Doran and Lasenby’s project to212
geometrise quantum information theory never caught on.213
2.1. Remarks on computation214
Before continuing, I would like to make some remarks on computation. In order to test215
formulas, or in order to simulate models, it is convenient to have access to computer languages216
which can “do” computer algebra.217
First of all, the fact that C`3,0(R) can be identified with the two-by-two complex matrices218
means that one can implement geometric algebra as soon as one can “do” complex matrices. One219
needs to figure out how to get the eight coordinates out of the matrix. There are easy formulas but220
the result would be clumsy and involve a lot of programming at a low level. The relation with the221
quaternions is more promising: we can represent any element of C`3,0(R) as a pair of quaternions,222
and the real and the imaginary parts of the two component quaternions immediately give us223
access to the scalar and bivector, respectively trivector (also called “pseudo scalar”) and vector224
parts of the element of the algebra. For those who like to programme in the statistical language R it225
is good to know that there is an R package called “onion” which implements both the quaternions226
and the octonions.227
Here a small digression starts. There exists a huge menagerie of somewhat related228
mathematical objects, and sometimes notations and nomenclature are confused and confusing. For229
instance, the octonions are another eight dimensional algebra which however is not associative.230
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There are weird and wonderful and deep connections between these various objects and in231
particular, concerning the sequence 1, 2, 4, 8, which is where a particular construction taking us232
from the reals to the complex numbers to the quaternions and finally to the octonions stops. But233
this is not part of our story. Another Clifford algebra C`0,3(R) is also related to pairs of quaternions,234
but also not part of our story. End of digression.235
Nicest of all is to use a computer system for doing real geometric algebra, and for this236
purpose I highly recommend the programme GAViewer which accompanies the book Dorst,237
Fontijne and Mann (2007). It can be obtained from the authors’ own book website http://www.238
geometricalgebra.net. It not only does geometric algebra computations, it also visualises them, i.e.,239
connects to the associated geometry. Moreover the book and the programme are a nice starting240
point for two higher dimensional geometric algebras, of dimension 16 and 32 respectively, which241
encode more geometric objects (for instance, circles and affine subspaces), and more geometric242
operations, with the help of the further dimensions of the algebra.243
3. Christian’s first model244
After several pages of general introduction, Christian (2007) gives a very brief specification245
of his (allegedly) local realist model for the singlet (or EPR-B) correlations, obtained through the246
device of taking the co-domain of Bell’s measurement functions to be elements of the geometric247
algebra C`3,0(R) rather than the conventional (one dimensional) real line.248
Conventionally, a local hidden variables model for the singlet correlations consists of the249
following ingredients. First of all, there is a hidden variable λ which is an element of some arbitrary250
space over which there is a probability distribution referred to in physicist’s language sometimes251
as ρ(λ)dλ, sometimes as dρ(λ). This hidden variable is often thought to reside in the two particles252
sent to the two measurement devices in the two wings of the experiment, and therefore to come253
from the source; but one can also think of λ as an assemblage of classical variables in the source254
and in both particles and in both measurement devices which together determine the outcomes255
of measurement at the two locations. Any “local stochastic” hidden variables model can also be256
re-written as a deterministic local hidden variables model. This rewriting (thinking of random257
variables as simply deterministic functions of some lower level random elements) might not258
correspond to physical intuition but as a mathematical device it is a legitimate and powerful259
simplifying agent.260
Secondly, we have two functions A(a,λ) and B(b,λ) which take the values ±1 only, and261
which denote the measurement outcomes at Alice’s and Bob’s locations, when Alice uses262
measurement setting a and Bob uses measurement setting b. Here, a and b are 3D spatial directions263
conventionally represented by unit vectors in R3. The set of unit vectors is of course also known264
as the unit sphere S2.265
Bell’s theorem states that there do not exist functions A and B and a probability distribution
ρ, on any space of possible λ whatever, such that∫
A(a,λ)B(b,λ)dρ(λ) = −a · b
for all a and b in S2.266
Christian claims to have a counter-example and the first step in his claim is that Bell267
“unphysically” restricted the co-domain of the functions A and B to be the real line. Now this is268
a curious line to take: we are supposed to assume that A and B take values in the two-point set269
{−1,+1}. In fact, the correlation between A and B in such a context is merely the probability of270
getting equal (binary) outcomes minus the probability of getting different (binary) outcomes. In271
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other words: Bell’s theorem is about measurements which can only take on two different values,272
and it is merely by convention that we associate those values with the numbers −1 and +1. We273
could just as well have called them “spin up” and “spin down”. In the language of probability274
theory, we can identify λ with the element ω of an underlying probability space, and we have two275
families of random variables Aa and Bb, taking values in a two point set, without loss of generality the276
set {−1,+1}, and Bell’s claim is: it is impossible to have Prob(Aa = Bb)−Prob(Aa 6= Bb) = −a · b277
for all a and b.278
However, let us bear with Christian, and allow that the functions A and B might just as well279
be thought of as taking values in a geometric algebra . . . as long as we insist that they each only280
take on two different values.281
Christian used the symbol n to denote an arbitrary unit vector (element of S2) and in formulas
(15) and (16) makes the following bold suggestion:
An = Bn = µ · n ∼= ±1 ∈ S2
where µ · n has been previously defined to be ±Mn (I use the symbol M instead of Christian’s282
I). Christian talks about the dot here standing for a “projection” referring, presumably, to the283
duality between vectors and bivectors. Christian sees µ as his local hidden variable, giving us the284
story that space itself picks at random a “handedness” for the trivector M = e1e2e3, thought of285
as a directed volume element. This story is odd; after all, the “handedness” of e1e2e3 is merely the286
expression of the sign of the evenness of the permutation 123. Of course, the multiplication rule287
of geometric algebra, bringing up the cross product does again involve a handedness convention:288
but this is nothing to do with physics, it is only to do with mathematical convention, i.e., with289
book-keeping.290
But anyway, within Christian’s “model” as we have it so far, we can just as well define λ to291
be a completely random element of {−1,+1}, and then define µ = λM. The resulting probability292
distribution of µ is the same; we have merely changed some names, without changing the model.293
So now we have the model
A(a,λ) = λMa, B(b,λ) = λMb
which says that the two measurement functions have outcomes in the set of pure (unit length)294
bivectors. Now, those two sets are both isomorphic to S2, and that is presumably the meaning295
intended by Christian when using the congruency symbol ∼=: our measurements can be thought296
of as taking values in S2. At the same time, each measurement takes on only one of two different297
values (given the measurement direction) hence we can also claim congruency with the two point298
set {−1,+1} = {±1}. But of course, these are two different congruencies! And they still need to299
be sorted out. What is mapped to what, exactly . . .300
This is where things go badly wrong. On the one hand, the model is not yet specified, if301
Christian does not tell us how, exactly, he means to map the set of two possible values ±Ma onto302
{±1} and how he means to map the set of two possible values ±Mb onto {±1}. On the other303
hand, Christian proceeds to compute a correlation (in the physicist’s sense: the expectation value304
of a product) between bivector valued outcomes instead of between {±1} valued outcomes. No305
model, wrong correlation.306
Let us take a look at each mis-step separately. Regarding the first (incomplete specification),
there are actually only two options (without introducing completely new elements into the story),
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since Christian already essentially told us that the two values ±1 of (my) λ are equally likely.
Without loss of generality, his model (just for these two measurement directions) becomes either
A(a,λ) = B(b,λ) = λ = ±1
or
−A(a,λ) = B(b,λ) = λ = ±1
and hence his correlation is either +1 or −1, respectively.307
Regarding the second mis-step, Christian proceeds to compute the geometric product (µ ·308
a)(µ · b) (later, he averages this over the possible values of µ). Now as we have seen this is309
equal to (λMa)(λMb) = λ2M2ab = −a · b − M(a × b) and therefore certainly not equal to310
−a · b− λM(a× b) = −a · b− µ(a× b).311
4. Christian’s second model312
I next would like to take the reader to Christian’s one page paper, Christian (2011), simultaneously313
the main material of the first chapter of his book Christian (2014).314
It seems clear to me that by 2011, Christian himself has realised that his “model” of 2007 was
incomplete: there was no explicit definition of the measurement functions. So now he does come
up with a model, and the model is astoundingly simple . . . it is identical to my second model:
A(a,λ) = −B(b,λ) = λ = ±1.
However, he still needs to get the singlet correlation from this, and for that purpose, he daringly
redefines correlation, by noting the following: associated with the unit vectors a and b are the unit
bivectors (in my notation) Ma and Mb. As purely imaginary elements of the bivector algebra or
quaternions, these are square roots of minus one, and we write
A(a,λ) = (Ma)(−λMa) = λ
B(b,λ) = (λMb)(Mb) = −λ
where λ is a “fair coin toss”, i.e., equal to ±1 with equal probabilities 12 .315
Now the cunning device of representing these two random variables as products of fixed316
bivectors and random bivectors allows Christian to propose a generalised Pearson bivector317
correlation between A and B by dividing the mean value of the product, by the non random “scale318
quantities” Ma and Mb. In other words, Ma and Mb are thought of as standard deviations. The319
Clifford algebra valued measurement outcome ±1 is thought of as having a standard deviation320
which is a bivectorial root of −1.321
Since the geometric product is non commutative, one must be careful about the order of these322
operations (and whether we divide on the left or the right), but I will follow Christian in taking323
what seems natural choices: “a” always on the left, “b” on the right.324
Unfortunately, since AB = −1 with probability one, the Christian-Pearson correlation should325
be −(Ma)−1(Mb)−1 = −(Ma)(Mb) = −a · b−M(a× b), just as before. However, just as in the326
2007 paper, Christian succeeds again in 2011 in getting a sign wrong, so as to “erase” the unwanted327
bivector cross-product term from the “correlation”. In Gill (2012) I have analysed where he went328
wrong and put forward an explanation of how this mistake could occur (ambiguous notation and329
inaccurate terminology, driven of course by powerful wishful thinking). It should be noted that330
he also hides the sign error somewhat deeper in complex computations, looking at the average of331
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a large number of realisations and using the law of large numbers, rather than just computing the332
expectation “theoretically”.333
I will discuss the other versions of Christian’s theory at the end of this paper. He has334
elaborated more or less the same “theory” with the same repertoire of conceptual and algebraic335
errors in various papers with increasing levels of complexity. This work shows a remarkable336
degree of dedication and persistence, and erudition too, as more and more complex mathematical337
constructions are brought into play. However the flaws in the foundation are unchanged and one338
of them (as has been said by many before) is unredeemable: Bell’s theorem is about probabilities of339
different combinations of pairs of binary outcomes. A local hidden variable theory has to explain340
the correlations between binary outcomes which are predicted by quantum mechanics, following341
standard, minimal, interpretations: quantum mechanics predicts the probability distribution342
of measurement outcomes. Experimenters (in this field) count discrete events and estimate343
probabilities with relative frequencies.344
5. Geometrizing quantum information theory345
I assume that the reader is already familiar with the standard “Bloch sphere” picture of quantum346
states, quantum operations, and quantum measurements for a single qubit. This means that the347
first of Doran and Lasenby’s two chapters on quantum information hold few surprises. Quantum348
states can be represented as points in the Bloch ball, thus as real 3D vectors of length less than349
or equal to one. Pure states lie on the surface of the ball, mixed states in the interior. Unitary350
evolutions correspond to rotations of the Bloch sphere and these are represented by right and left351
multiplication with a unitary matrix and its Hermitian conjugate. In geometric algebra, rotation of352
a 3D real vector is expressed using an object called a “rotor” and the geometric idea is that we do353
not rotate around a vector, but in a plane. Oriented planes are represented by bivectors.354
One curious point is that Doran and Lasenby also attempt to map the vector (wave function)355
representation of a pure state into the geometric algebra framework. Since the density matrix is a356
completely adequate representation of any state, pure or mixed, this seems to me to be superfluous.357
Why not agree that a pure state is represented by its density matrix, hence a point on the unit358
sphere, hence a real vector of unit length? They do achieve their aim by thinking of state vectors as359
being the result of a 3D rotation from a fixed reference direction, hence pure states are represented360
by rotors which involve a choice of reference direction.361
All in all, one could argue that rephrasing the mathematics of a single qubit in terms of362
real geometric algebra demystifies the usual approach: no more complex numbers, just real363
3D geometry. Doran and Lasenby hint several times in their book and other publications that364
their approach also has the promise of delivering an unconventional interpretation of quantum365
mechanics, but they never appear to follow this up.366
Having all the mathematical machinery of the complex two-by-two matrices at their disposal,367
it is essentially a straightforward matter to now also extend the discussion to several (entangled)368
qubits. Indeed, their book contains a reworking of the computation of the singlet correlations for369
the special case of a maximally entangled pair of qubits.370
The approach is simply to take the (outer) product of as many copies of C`3,0(R) as we have371
qubits. Thus no new geometry is involved and in fact we move out of the realm of Clifford372
algebras: a product of several Clifford algebras is not a Clifford algebra itself. Certainly it is the373
case that the outer product of two copies of C`3,0(R) contains, as an algebra, everything that we374
need relative to the usual Hilbert space approach. However it contains more than we need. The375
problem is that in the Hilbert space approach, the tensor product of the identity with i times the376
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identity is equal to the tensor product of i times the identity with the identity. But taking the outer377
product of two Clifford algebras defines two distinct elements: 1⊗M and M⊗1.378
Thus we should form the basic space for a composite system not just by taking a product of379
spaces for the subsystems but also by adding a further equality 1⊗M = M⊗1.380
Notice that the two-by-two complex matrices have real dimension eight, while the381
four-by-four complex matrices have real dimension 32. However, 8 × 8 = 64. Thus if we382
believe the usual Hilbert space story for the mathematics of two qubits, then states, operators,383
measurements, . . . can all be represented in a real algebra of dimension 32. Adding an extra384
equality 1⊗M = M⊗1 reduces the dimension of C`3,0(R)⊗2 from 64 to 32 and now we do have385
exactly the algebra which we need in order to carry the “usual” Hilbert space based theory.386
In fact, Doran and Lasenby, taking their cue from their representation of pure states as rotors,387
representing a rotation from a reference direction to the direction of the state, construct a different388
reduction by imposing a different equality. Their point is that geometrically, we need to align389
the reference directions of the two subsystems. This leads to an algebraically more complicated390
“base space”, with perhaps better geometric interpretability, than the obvious algebraic reduction,391
which comes down to identifying the complex root of minus one, i, as being “the same” in the two392
Hilbert spaces of the two subsystems: mathematically that is a natural step to take, but what does393
it mean physically?394
The proof of the pudding should be in the eating. On the one hand, everything one can do395
with the Clifford algebra approach can also be done in the Hilbert space approach: after fixing396
the dimension issue, one has two mathematically isomorphic systems, and the choice between397
the two is merely a matter of “picking a coordinate system”. So far, it seems that the Clifford398
algebra approach did not pay off in terms of easier computations or geometric insight, when we399
look at systems of several qubits. On the other hand, the geometric insight for a single qubit was400
already available and has become completely familiar. The geometric algebra approach did not401
lead to new interpretational insights in quantum theory. Finally, it does not extend in an easy way402
to higher-dimensional systems: where is the geometric algebra of the qutrit?403
However I hope that this paper will encourage others to take a fresh look for themselves.404
6. Further publications405
6.1. The International Journal of Physics paper, 2015406
Macroscopic Observability of Spinorial Sign Changes under 2pi Rotations.407
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs10773-014-2412-2408
I wrote a paper pointing out various extraordinary errors and entitled Macroscopic409
Unobservability of Spinorial Sign Changes. It was accepted and published in IJTP,410
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs10773-015-2657-4. Christian posted a411
rebuttal on arXiv but this was not published in IJTP, though no doubt incorporated in later412
papers.413
6.2. The Annals of Physics paper, 2015414
Local Causality in a Friedmann-Robertson-Walker Spacetime.415
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1405.2355v1.pdf416
This paper mysteriously vanished from the web-site of the once famous journal AoP after417
it had been accepted but before the contents page of the next issue was definitive. On the web418
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page one can read “This article was erroneously included in this issue. We apologize for any419
inconvenience this may cause.” The author had not been informed.420
Quite amazingly, this paper includes a computer simulation, allegedly of the author’s model421
but actually a simulation of Pearle’s famous detection loophole model of 1970. The author does not422
himself read or write computer programs, but has some supporters who write software for him.423
Since it is impossible to implement his own model while still getting the right answer, they are424
forced to modify Christian’s own definitions or even to simply write code to implement already425
existing models earlier ihvented by others, of which there are many. I will elsewhere publish426
further details about my own re-discovery, correction, and implementation of Pearle’s model.427
6.3. The RSOS paper, 2018428
Quantum correlations are weaved by the spinors of the Euclidean primitives.429
https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/full/10.1098/rsos.180526430
RSOS (Royal Society - Open Source), arXiv:1806.02392431
The author claims that Bell made an extraordinary error in the proof of his theorem. Namely, it432
is claimed that the use of expressions involving simultaneously measurement functions evaluated433
at several different measurement settings cannot possibly have any physical meaning and hence434
that proofs which depend on the evaluation of such expresssions are physically meaningless and435
hence invalid.436
The point, of course, is that, under local realism, the local hidden variable λ is supposed to437
exist, and various functions thereof are also supposed, by the assumption of local realism, to exist.438
Hence one can mathematically consider any combinations of those functions one likes, and if that439
leads to observable consequences, for instance, bounds on correlations which can be observed in440
experiments, then those bounds must be valid, if local realism is true.441
Note that when I use the word “exists", I speak as a mathematician, and I am discussing442
mathematical models. For me, local realism means the existence of a mathematical model which443
reproduces the predictions of quantum mechanics (or approximately does so). It is up to physicists444
and to philosophers to thrash out what they mean when they use words like local, real, or exist.445
The paper yet again proposes a local hidden variables model in which the hidden variable446
λ is a fair coin toss, taking the values ±1. It follows that the pair A(a,λ), B(b,λ) can only take447
the values (−1,−1), (−1,+1), (+1,−1) or (1,+1). Their product can only take the values ±1448
and the only probabilities around are 12 ,
1
2 . This means that the expectation value of a product449
A(a,λ)B(b,λ), whatever the values of the settings a, b, can only be −1, 0 or +1. I learnt this450
argument from Heine Rasmussen.451
The proof that the singlet correlations are produced by this model is more sophisticated than452
ever; and the paper actually claims to deal with all quantum correlations, not just the EPR-B453
correlations. The usual errors can be located in the proofs, together with a new one: a limit is454
computed as s1 → a and s2 → b, while imposing the “physical” constraint s1 = −s2. The notation455
is non-standard and not explained, but not surprisingly, this doesn’t make much sense unless456
a = −b. The result is a correlation of ±1, which is indeed what is desired if a = −b, but not457
otherwise.458
There is also a proof of an astonishing pure mathematical result in this paper, which has been459
separated off and submitted as a separate publication to a pure mathematics journal. I will deal460
with that at the end of this section. The paper has not yet appeared in print.461
6.4. The IEEE Access paper, 2018462
Bell’s Theorem Versus Local Realism in a Quaternionic Model of Physical Space.463
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https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8836453464
IEEE Access, arXiv:1405.2355465
This is actually a revised version of the disappearing IJTP paper Local Causality in a466
Friedmann-Robertson-Walker Spacetime which I discussed earlier. It combines elements from all467
previous works.468
6.5. The Pure Mathematics paper, 2018469
arXiv:1806.02392470
Eight-dimensional Octonion-like but Associative Normed Division Algebra.471
In this latest paper, which Christian says is Submitted (to a pure mathematics journal), Christian472
claims he has found a counter-example to Hurwitz’s theorem that the only division algebras are473
R,C,H,O of dimensions 1, 2, 4 and 8. His “counter-example" is the real Clifford Algebra C`0,3474
which is not a division algebra at all.475
He writes “the corresponding algebraic representation space ... is nothing but the476
eight-dimensional even sub-algebra of the 24 = 16-dimensional Clifford algebra C`4,0”.477
This space is well known to be isomorphic to C`0,3. The wikipedia pages on Clifford Algebras478
are very clear on this, and as far as I can see, well sourced and highly accurate. One can take as479
basis for the 8 dimensional real vector space C`0,3 the scalar 1, three anti-commuting vectors ei,480
three bivectors vi, and the pseudo-scalar M = e1e2e3. The algebra multiplication is associative481
and unitary (there exists a multiplicative unit, 1). The pseudo-scalar M squares to −1. Scalar482
and pseudo-scalar commute with everything. The three basis vectors ei, by definition, square to483
−1. The three basis bivectors vi = Mei square to +1. Take any unit bivector v. It satisfies v2 = 1484
hence v2 − 1 = (v− 1)(v + 1) = 0. If the space could be given a norm such that the norm of a485
product is the product of the norms, we would have ‖v− 1‖.‖v + 1‖ = 0 hence either ‖v− 1‖ = 0486
or ‖v + 1‖ = 0 (or both), implying that either v− 1 = 0 or v + 1 = 0 (or both), implying that v = 1487
or v = −1, neither of which are true.488
Recall that a normed division algebra is an algebra that is also a normed vector space and489
such that the norm of a product is the product of the norms; a division algebra is an algebra such490
that if a product of two elements equals zero, then at least one of the two elements concerned491
must be zero. A splendid resource on the Hurwitz theorem and the octonions is John Baez’492
celebrated 2002 article in the Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society reproduced on his web493
pages http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/octonions/. Full proofs are given but already the key494
definitions and main theorems are clearly stated in the first couple of pages.495
There do exist some exotic objects called “exotic spheres”: differentiable manifolds that are496
homeomorphic but not diffeomorphic to the standard Euclidean n-sphere. That is, a sphere from497
the point of view of all its topological properties, but carrying a smooth structure that is not the498
familiar one. They were first discovered by Milnor in 1956 for the 7-sphere, and have been further499
classified by him and many other researchers. It is unknown if exotic 4-spheres exist. There are no500
other exotic spheres in dimensions 1 up to 6; from then on, they only exist in some dimensions,501
and much is still unknown about them.502
Christian claims that his model depends on the Hopf fibration, a wonderful way to look at503
the 3-sphere. He claims that a uniform distribution on S3 relative to the Hopf fibration differs504
from the usual uniform distribution on S3. But this makes no sense. “Uniform distributions” are505
defined relative to some symmetries, and the Hopf fibration does not introduce new symmetries506
to S3 beyond the familiar ones of “flatland”, i.e., of Euclidean geometry.507
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